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Development of a Transplanter with
Multiple Loading Stations

C.W. Suggs

ABSTRACT

The multiplealoading feature significantly increased the operator's

feeding speed because it allowed up to five plants to be fed into the

mechanism before they are actually needed. Thus, during temporary feed—

ing slowdowns due to tangled plants, etc., skips in the field do not

occur. In addition to storage, the machine‘s plant acceptance time was

increased from less than one second to several seconds. One operator

on the machine with multiple loading stations could transplant at the

same rate (about 70-80 plants/min) as two operators on a conventional

one—row machine.
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Development of a Transplanter with
Multiple Loading Stations

C.W. Suggs2

INTRODUCTION

In tobacco production, transplanting of the seedling from the plant—

bed or greenhouse to the field requires a significant proportion of the total

labor input to the crop. This is also true of many vegetable or truck crops.

As harvest operations are mechanized, transplanting is likely to become the

bottleneck limiting the number of acres which can be produced without hiring

extra labor specifically for transplanting. This peak in the labor demand

curve suggests that transplanter improvements which will reduce labor require—

ments are needed.

Efforts to field seed tobacco, and many other crops, have not been success—

ful because the seeds during germination are sensitive to cold, wind and drying

of the soil surface. This results in poor stands, nonuniform growth and low

yield. In many areas growing seasons are not long enough to produce a crop

unless the plants are started in a protected environment before the danger of

frost is over.

Huang and Splinter (1968) have made significant progress in the develop~

ment of a seedling production and automatic transPlanting system in which

seeds are placed and allowed to grow in a grid container which also becomes

the "cartridge" which is loaded into the transplanter.

1Paper No. 5497 of the Journal Series of the North Carolina Agricultural
Experiment Station, Raleigh, N.C. The use of trade names in this publica—
tion does not imply endorsement by the North Carolina Agricultural Experin
ment Station of the products named, nor criticism of similar ones not
mentioned.

2 3Professor, Biological and Agricultural Engineering Department, North
Carolina State University, Raleigh, N.C. 27650.
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Another attempt at transPlanting mechanization also involves a preloaded

cartridge in a belt configuration CRoth, 1973). The belt is fed through

the transplanter which mechanically removes the plant from the belt and places

it in the ground. Unless mechanical means for loading the plants into the

belt are developed, this system would simply transfer labor from one place in

the system to another Without actually eliminating any operations. This

approach could also benefit from the concept of multiple loading stations.

Therefore, there is a need for labor reducing improvements on manually

operated transplanters. These improved transplanters could be used until the

Huang & Splinter type system described above becomes operational or until

methods for mechanically singulating and feeding seedlings are developed and

made commercially available.

This paper describes an improvement for a manuallwaed transplanter.

The modification consists of a series of plant retaining devices (clips or

pockets) into which individual plants may be fed before they are actually

required by the machine. Thus, plant feeding is simplified from a strictly

paced operation to one in which considerable variation in instantaneous

feeding rate may be tolerated. In fact, for short periods of time the

Operator may stop feeding plants without causing misses in the field as the

machine transplants the seedlings already placed in the series of retaining

devices.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Previous investigators (Splinter, et al., 1968, Splinter and Suggs,

1968, Splinter and Suggs, 1963) have described the relationships between

planting rate, rejects, machine acceptance time, transplanter type, operator
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error and number of loading stations. It has been shown that the time needed

to handle individual plants is not constant but has a skewed distribution,

Figure l. The handling time ranges from 0.4 to over 3.0 seconds per plant

with a mean for the subjects observed of about 1 second per plant depending

on the skill of the subject. For a conventional transplanter, since it does

not have a reserve of plants already fed into the mechanism, a miss will occurr

any time plant handling time exceeds machine cycle time. That is, there is

no way for the operator to get ahead of the task and when he gets behind plants

will be missed. The shaded area in Figure 1 represents the proportion of plants

which will be missed When transplanting at one plant per two seconds, that is;

only half as fast as the mean handling rate.

When handling time is less than machine cycle time the difference cannot

be utilized effectively as plants cannot be fed into the machine ahead of

time. This time can, however, be used to arrange, straighten or untangle

plants.

In transplanters with multiple loading stations we would expect feeding

accuracy to improve because the time saved on the faster cycles can be

utilized and the slower cycles can be accommodated by the storage of plants

in the machine. Therefore, it should be possible to approach the operator‘s

mean feeding rate and still maintain a very high feeding accuracy. Although

no records of a multiple loading transplanter were found, a simulation study

showed that significant improvements in feeding accuracy are realized as

the number of loading stations is increased (Splinter and Suggs, 1968),

Figure 2. This simulation work showed that feeding accuracy is improved,

that is, errors or misses are reduced, as the number of loading stations
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is increased, Figure 3, up to about 5 or 6 stations after which little improve—

ment is realized. Very large error reductions are possible in going from a

single loading station to 5 or 6 stations.

TRANSPLANTER DESIGN

Recognizing that 5 or 6 loading stations were needed to optimize feeding

rate the first design, Figure 4, utilized a cross feed belt fitted with

divider strips 3 1/2 cm high at 5 cm intervals which formed plant pockets.

This mechanism was constructed and attached to a Powell transplanter. The

belt dropped the plants onto the plant tray which consisted of hinged spring

loaded fingers which could fold back and allow the cam actuated plant hands to

pass through-the space and pick up the plants. Plants were placed in an open

furrow when the arms rotated into their lowest position.

.While this design optimized feeding rate, the transfer from the belt to

the plant tray and planting hands caused problems. Most plants were trans"

ferred properly but some would hang on the belt or fall onto the near or far

edges of the plant tray where they would be missed or improperly picked up by

the planting hands.

In the second design, plant transfer was eliminated by causing the plant

pockets (plant clips) to move from the loading area to a position directly

over the open furrow, where the plants were released, Figures 5 and 6. This

was accomplished by mounting the plant clips on a chain which is flexible in

two planes. The chain is manufactured by Big Dutchman, Inc. for use on a poultry

feeder. As the vertical strand of chain leaves the planting area it is turned

sideways onto a table where the plants are loaded into the clips. The chain is

then turned downward to the planting area. Clips, upside down as they leave

the planting area, are turned upright as they approach the table. As they
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start down they are prevented from further rotation and closed to hold the

plant until it reaches the lowest position where it opens and releases the

plant in the furrow just before the soil is pressed around the plant roots.

The plant clips were riveted to a bracket which was welded or brazed to

the chain. The rivet was left loose to form a pivot about which the clip

could rotate. As the upside down clips approach the table a short crossarm

on the clips contacts a stationary block which rotates the clip to the up—

right position. This position is maintained by allowing the crossarm to slide

on the table. As the clip starts downward, a vertical pin on the clip contacts

a guide which prevents further rotation.

TRANSPLANTER EVALUATION METHODS

Operating speed and percent errors were evaluated. Errors consisted of

failing to place a plant in a clip (misses) or placing more than one plant

in a clip (doubles, etc). Misses dominated errors to such an extent that

the term "misses" was used interchangebly with "errors" and as such contains ;
I

doubles, etc. Another term, feeding or operating accuracy was defined as

100% - error Z.

During testing the operator (plant dropper) was given 30 tobacco plants

about 6" to 8" long. He fed 6 of these into the available plant clips or re—

ceiving stations. Forward motion was then started and continued until all

of the plants had been planted. A stopwatch was started when the first plant

left the table and stopped when the last plant left. Misses, doubles and the ‘

number of unfilled plant clips available to the operator at the moment the

last plant was placed into a clip were counted. These unfilled plant clips

referred to as "lag" elsewhere in this paper, represents the degree to which

the operator did not keep up with the transplanter.
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Since they contained only 30 plants, the individual observations were

not long enough to produce fatigue, but did allow the operator to approach

steady—state. However, it was felt desirable to have a large number of short

runs rather than a few long runs. Fatigue effects may have been present in

the runs toward the end of each session. During a session of repeated 30 plant

runs the fatigue state of the operators of the experimental transplanter and

the conventional transplanters were probably not appreciably different.

Machine and operator speed in plant clips or plants per minute were

calculated as follows:

Machine speed plant clips/timed interval

(30 + misses _ doublesl/timed interval

Operator speed= plant clip filled/operator time

(30 — 6 — doubles)/operator time

But operator time is not the same as the timed interval for determining

machine speed.

Operator time = timed interval (Cl%PS passing Operator reference)CllpS pa581ng through machine

For example, if the operator has all of the available clips (6) filling at the

end of the run (no lag) and there are no misses or doubles, the operator

time is 24/30 of the timed interval. The following expression accounts for

misses, doubles and lag for the tests using 30 plants:
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Operator time = time interval [(24 + misses a doubles + lag)/(30 +

misses v doubles)]

It is easier to visualize the number of clips passing the operator if the

reference is taken at the left end of the machine just past the sixth plant

clip. The denominator of the expression is the same as used in the calculation

of plant speed. Thus it can be seen that lag increases operator time, and

therefore, decreases operator speed.

Performance tests were also run for comparative purposes on conventional

transplanters having the same plant clip as the experimental unit. Test runs

were 30 plants long and observations were made with both one and two operators

feeding plants into the machine. Each.of these transplanters had only one

plant loading station.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The first design involving the cross feed belt did not work well because

of the lack of positive plant control during the transfer of plants to the

plant tray. The design did, however, make it easier for the operator to feed

plants into the machine. Because of the plant transfer problem this design

did not appear to have commercial feasibility. Therefore, no performance

data are included in this paper.

The second design utilizing chain mounted plant clips functioned well both

With respect to the ease of feeding as well as the quality of the transplanting

job. Some minor mechanical problems were encountered primarily in rotating

the chain in the lateral direction and in maintaining the proper orientation

of the clip. These problems were corrected during the course of the

investigation.
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Plant feeding speed for operators on the modified or experimental trans—

planter averaged 79.2 plants per minute with misses of 2.3%, Table 1. There

is a slight learning trend evident as the rate increased from 76.2 plants

per minute at the first test session to 79.4 plants per minute at the second

session to 82.1 plants per minute at the third session.

Feeding rates for the conventional transplanter averaged 67.8 plants

per minute with misses of 10.6%. In order to compare speeds, all of the rates

were adjusted to 2% misses by means of the curve given in Figure 2 from

Splinter and Suggs (1968) which plots the relationships between errors Cmisses)

and operating rate. This error rate was selected as one which would be

acceptable in virtually all field operations. When this adjustment is made

the rates for the conventional transplanter becomes 54.4 and the experimental

transplanter 78.9 or about 45% greater, Table 1.

Conventional one~row transplanters normally use two operators, with each

operator feeding alternate plants into the machine. However, output rates

do not double with addition of a second plant dropper. ObServed planting

rates of transplanters using two operators averaged 72.3 plants per minute

or about 36 plants per operator per minute. One person on a conventional

transplanter will plant about 70 to 75% as many plants as two people. There

appears to be some interference between the two operators which reduces va

tential speed. A second very important factor is the increased speed of

the plant clip and the reduction in the period of time in which the plant

may be placed in the clip.

The most important comparison in the data is between the planting rate

for the experimental tranSplanter with one operator, 79 plants per minute,
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and the conventional transplanter with_two operators, 72 plants per minute.

One Operator on the experimental machine can transplant as many plants as

the two operators normally used on a conventional machine.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An experimental transplanter fitted with several plants loading stations

was found to result in significant increases in operating speed. The

improved performance was due to the fact that the operator could feed plants

into the loading stations before they were actually required by the machine.

This backlog of plants could then be used by the machine whenever the operator's

feeding rate was reduced for any reason for short periods of time.

It can be concluded that the experimental transplanter represents a

significant improvement in transplanter feeding concepts. It was found that

one Operator on the experimental machine could perform at the same rate as

two operators on a conventional One TOW machine.
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Table 1. Comparison of Modified Transplanter with Conventional Transplanter.

Operator Speed Misses .Machine Speed
Plants/Min Z Adjusted to

2% Misses
Modified Transplanter

l Operator
lst Session 76.2 4.3 73.2
2nd Session 79.4 1.7 79.8
3rd Session _' 82.1 1.0 83.7
Mean ' 79.2 2.3 ‘ 778.9

Conventional Transplanter
l Operator

lst Session 68.4 12.4 _ 53.4
2nd Session . 67.4 8.8 p 55.4
Mean ‘ 67.8 10.6. 54.4

Conventional TranSPlanter
2 Operators ,
Farm 1 36 3.2 70.2
Farm 2 , . 38 3.0 74.4
Mean , ‘ 34 3.1 72.3
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DeveloPment of a TranSplanter with
Multiple Loading Stations

C.W. Suggs

ABSTRACT

The multiple—loading feature significantly increased the operator's

feeding Speed because it allowed up to five plants to be fed into the

mechanism before they are actually needed. Thus, during temporary feed~

ing slowdowns due to tangled plants, etc., skips in the field do not

occur. In addition to storage, the machine's plant acceptance time was

increased from less than one second to several seconds. One operator

on the machine with multiple loading stations could transplant at the

same rate (about 70~8O plants/min) as two operators on a conventional (nu Y0“)

machine.

CkmnanXQLa&fm
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Development of a Transplanter with Multiple Loading Stations
2C.W. Suggs

INTRODUCTION

In tobacco production, transplanting of the seedling from the plantbed or

greenhouse to the field requires a significant proportion of the total labor input

,to the crop. This is also true of many vegetable or truck crops. As harvest

Operations are mechanized, transplanting is likely to become the bottleneck limiting

the number of acres which can be produced without hiring extra labor Specifically

for transplanting. This peak in the labor demand curve suggests that transplanter

improvementS'which will reduce labor requirements are needed.

Efforts to field seed tobacco, and many other crops, have not been successul-

because the seeds during germination are sensitive to cold, wind and drying of the
rt»

soil surface.[ This results in poor stands, nonuniform growth and low yield. In

many areas growing seasons are not long enough to produce a crop unless the plants

are started in a protected environment before the danger of frost is over. These pro~

blems are the reasons that plantbeds or greenhouses are used to start plants in the.

first place and unless something can be done to alleviate the unfavorable early

season conditions in the field it will continue to be necessary or desirable to~trans~_

plant many crops:j>

Huang and Splinter (1968) have made significant progress in the development of a

seedling production and automatic transplanting system in which seeds are placed

and grown in a grid container which also becomes the "cartridge" which is loaded

into the transPlanter. While this system may have merit it does not appear applicable

lPaper No.5qu}q of the Journal Series of the North Carolina Agricultural Experiment
Station, Raleigh, N.C. The use of trade names in this publication does-not imply
endorsement by the North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station of the products
named, nor criticism of similar ones not mentioned. '
2Professor, Biological and Agricultural Engineering Department, North Carolina
State University, Raleigh, N.C. 27607.
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to farmers who do not have greenhouses and greenhouse expertise unless plants are
. . _ séj"$en&nua{a Pd“wb‘wxwd$myffdwmjwavailable commerc1ally at competetive price .

Another attempt at transplanting mechanization also involves a preloaded cartridge

in a belt configuration (Roth, 1973). The belt is fed through the transplanter which;

mechanically removes the plant from the belt and places it in the ground. Unless

mechanical means for loading the plants into the belt are developed, this system would

simply transfer labor from one place in the system to another without actually

eliminating any operations. (This approach could also benefit from the concept of]?
\ . w€;:»x{n;\ :

multiple loading stations.

Therefore, there is a need for labor reducing improvements on manually operated

transplanters. These improved transplanters could be used until the Huang & Splinter

type system described above becomes Operational or until methods for mechanically

L__singulating and feeding seedlings are developed and made commercially availabe.

This paper describes an improvement which was made to a manually—fed transplanter.

The modification consists of a series of plant retaining devices (clips or pockets)

into which individual plants may be fed before they are actually required by the

machine. Thus, plant feeding is simplified from a strictly paced Operation to one

in which considerable variation in instantaneous feeding rate may be tolerated.[:ln fact,

for short periOds of time the operator may stop feeding plants or feed at a slow rate

without causing misses in the field as the machine transplants the seedlings already

placed in the series of retaining devices.;&

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Previous investigators (Splinter, et al., 1968, Splinter and Suggs, 1968, Splinter

and Suggs, 1963) have described the relationships between planting rate, rejects, machine

acceptance time, tranSplanter type, operator error and number of loading stations.
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It has been shown that the time to handle individual plants is not constant but

has a skewed distribution, Figure l, with a mean for the subjects observed of about 1

second per plant depending on the skill of the subject. For a conventional transplanter,

since it does not have a reserve of plants already fed into the mechanism, a miss will

.occur any time plant handling time exceeds machine cycle tine. ilhat is, there is no

way the operator can get ahead of the task and if he gets behind plants will be missed.:&

The shaded area in Figure 1 represents the proportion of plants which will be missed

when transplanting at one plant per two seconds, that is only half as fast as the mean

handling rate. 6

When handling time is less than machine cycle time the difference cannot be utilized

effectively as plants-cannot be fed into the machine ahead of time. This time can,

however, be used to arrange, straighten or untangle plants.

In transplanters with multiple loading stations we would expect feeding accuracy

to improve because the time saved on the faster cycles can be utilized and the slower

cycles can be accommodated by the storage of plants in the machine. Therefore, it

should be possible to approach the operator's mean feeding rate and still maintain

a very high feeding accuracy. Although no records of'a multiple loading tranSplanter

were found, a simulation study showed that significant improvements,in feeding aCcuracy

are realized as the number of loading stations is increased (Splinter and Suggs, 1968 ),

Figure 2. This simulation work showed that feeding accuracy is improved, that is,

errors or misses are reduced, as the number of loading stations is increased, Figure 3,

up to about 5 or 6 stations after which little improvement is realized. Very large error

reductions are possible in going from a single loading station to 5 or 6 stations.

TRANSPLANTER DESIGN

Recognizing that 5 or 6 loading stations were needed to optimize feeding rate

the first design, Figure 4, utilized a cross feed belt fitted with divider strips
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I where the plants were released, Figures 5 and 6%//This was accomplished by mounting

1 1/2" tall at 2" intervals which formed plant pockets. This mechanism was constructed

and attached to a Powell transplanter. The belt drOpped the plants onto the plant tray

which consisted of hinged spring loaded fingers which could fold back and allow the

cam actuated plant hands to pass through the space and pick up the plants. Plants

were placed in an open furrow when the arms rotated into their lowest position.

While this design optimized feeding rate, the transfer from the belt to the plant

tray and planting hands caused problems. Most plants were transferred properly’but

some would hang on the belt or fall onto the near or far edges of the plant tray where

they would be missed or improperly picked up by the planting hands.

In the second design, plant transfer was eliminated by causing the plant poCkets

(plant clips) to move from the loading area to a position directly over the open furrow,

the plant clips on a chain which is flexible in two planes. The chain is manufactured

by Big Dutchman, Inc. for use on a poultry feeder. As the vertical strand of chain

leaves the planting area it is turned sideways onto a table where the plants are loaded

into the clips. The chain is then turned downward to the planting area. Clips, upside

down as they leave the planting area, are turned upright as they approach the table.

As they start down they are prevented from further rotation and closed to hold the plan?

until it reaches the lowest position where it opens and releases the plant in the é

furrow just before the soil is pressed around the plant roots.

The plant clips were riveted to a bracket which was welded or brazed to the chain.

The rivet was left loose to form a pivot about which the clip could rotate. AS the

upside down clips approach the table a short crossarm on the clips contacts a stationary

block which rotates the clip to the upright position. This position is maintained

by allowing the crossarm to slide on the table. As the clip starts downward, a vertical

pin on the clip contacts a guide which prevents further rotation.
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TRANSPLANTER EVALUATION METHODS(If/I/
—¥we—relaeed—measures—ef—perfermaneeJwere evaluated ——$hese—wese€3perating

Speed and percent errorsfiw’Efrors/Zonsisted of failing to place a plant in a clip
(misses) or placing more than one plant in a clip (doubles, etc). Misses dominated

. wait?errors to such an extent that the term "misses" iz’used interchangebly with "errors';
w:35and as such contains doubles, etc. Another term, feeding or operating accuracy jef

[100% - error i&

,During testing the operator (plant dropper) was given 30 tobacco plants about
6" to 8" long. He fed 6 of these into the available plant clips or receiving stations.

Forward motion was then started and continued until all of the plants had been planted.
A stopwatch was started when the first plant left the table and stopped when the last
plant left. Misses, doubles and the number of unfilled plant clips available to the
ioperator at the moment the last plant was placed into a clip were counted. These
unfilled plant clips/referred-to as "lag" elsewhere in this paper, represents the
degree to which the operator did not keep u with the transplanter.

J the‘individual observatio ,§ince they contained only 30 plants, were not long

th enough to produce fatigue/but did allow the o pproach steady—state.i
However, it was felt desirable to have a large number of shbrt runs rather than a few
long runs.7 fatigue effects may have been present in the runs toward the end of each
session. During a session of repeated 30 plant runs the fatigue state of the operators
of the experimental transplanter and the conventional transplanters were probably not
appreciably different.

Machine and operator Speed in plant clips or plants per minute were calculated
as follows:

plant clips/timed interval~1!Machine speed

(30 + misses ~ doubles)/timed interval

Operator speed= plant clip filled/operator time

= (30 — 6 — doubles)/operator time



“I—‘
a“ But operator time is not the same as the timed interval for determining machine Speed,

InI?"‘
clips passing operator referende
clips passing through machineOperator time = timed interval ( ) .

'jW4/“51. 30';L’?‘e
(‘7 7a

L .
62f the operator has all of the available clips (6) filled at the end of the run

(no lag) and there are no misses or doubles.’ The operator time is 24/30 of the

timed interval. The following expression accounts for misses, doubles and lag:

Operator time = timed interval [(24 + misses — doubles + lag)/(3O + misses — doubles)

It is easier to visualize thejnumber of clips passinthhe operator if the reference

is taken at the left end of the machine just past the sixth plant clip. The denominator

of the expression is the same as used in the calculation of plant speed. Thus it

can be seen that lag increases operator time and, therefore, decreases operator speed.

Performance tests were also run for comparative purposes on conventional trans~

planters having the same plant clip as the experimental unit. Test runs were 30 plants

long and observations were made with both one and two operators feeding plants into

L,Edmae‘wfisumhfikethm.cnu;wz i the machine. Each of these transplanters had only one plant loading station.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The first design involving the cross feed belt did not work well because of the

5:. lack of positive plant control during the transfer of plants to the plant tray. I ,
: . >

fiéé The design did, however, make it easier for the operator to feed plants into the machine.\3? -pg ,:i Because of the plant transfer problem this design did not appear to have commercial
‘3 I feasibility.‘ Therefore, no performance data are included in this paper.

The second design utilizing chain mounted plant clips functioned well both.with

respect to the ease of feeding as well as the quality of the transplanting job. Some

minor mechanical problems were encountered primarily in rotating the chain in the

' lateral/diregtion and in maintaining the proper orientation of the clip. These problems
p/

were fiectified during the course of the investigation.

Vfie\¢Vv Ue‘edkfi ,
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Plant feeding speed for operators on the modified or experimental transplanter

averaged 79.2 plants per minute with misses of 2.3%, Table 1. There is a slight

learning trend evident as the rate increased from 76.2 plants per minute at the first
an;\ .
itest session to 79.4 plants per minute at the second session to 82.1 plants per
C .
Eminute at the third session.

Feeding rates for the conventional tranSplanter averaged 67.8 plants per minute

with misses of 10.6%. In order to compare speeds, all of the rates were adjusted

to 2% misses by means of the curve given in Figure 4 from Splinter and Suggs (1968)

whiCh plots the relationships between errors (misses) and operating rate. This error

rate was selected as one which would be acceptable in virtually all field operations.

When this adjustment is made the rates for the conventional transplanter becomes 54.4

and the experimental traHSplanter 78.9 or about 45% greater, Table l.
any-ODW’ . v0.

ConventionalAtransplanters normally use two Operators} With each operator feeding

alternate plants into the machine. However, output rates do not double with addition

of a second plant dropper. Observed planting rates of transplanters using two

operators averaged 72.3 plants per minute or about 36 plants per operator per minute.

One person on a conventional transplanter will plant aboUt 70 to 75% as many plants as

two people. There appears to be some interference between the two operators which

reduces potential speed. A second very important factOr is the increased speed of

the plant clip and the reduction in the period of time in which the plant may be

placed in the clip.

The most important comparison in the data is between the planting rate for the

Vexperimental transplanter with one Operator, 79 plants per minute, and the conventional

transplanter with two operators, 72 plants per minute. One operator on the experimental

machine can transplant as many plants as the two operators normally used on a con—

ventional machine.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An experimental tranSplanter fitted with several plants loading stations
was found to result in significant increases in operating speed. The improved
performance was due to the fact that the operator could feed plants into the loading
stations before they were actually required by the machine. This backlog of plants
could then be used by the machine whenever the operator's feeding rate was reduced
for any reason for short periods of time.

It can be concluded that the experimental transplanter represents a Significant
improvement in transplanter feeding concepts. It was found that one Operator 0n
the experimental machine could perform at the same rate as two operators on a con-
ventional machine .
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Table 1. Comparison of Modified Transplanter with Conventional Transplanter.

Operator Speed Misses ,Machine Speed
Plants/Min Z Adjusted to

2% Misses
Modified Transplanter

l Operator
lst Session 76.2 4.3 73.2
2nd Session 79.4 1.7 79.8
3rd Session 82.1 1.0 83.7
Mean 79.2 2.3 78.9

Conventional Transplanter
1 Operator
'1st Session 68.4 12.4 53.4
2nd Session 67.4 8.8- 55.4
Mean 67.8 10.6 54.4

Conventional Transplanter
2 Operators
Farm 1 36 3.2 70.2
Farm 2 38 3.0 74.4
Mean 34 3.1 72.3
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Development of a TranSplanter with
Multiple Loading Stations

C.W. Suggs

ABSTRACT

The multiple—loading feature significantly increased the operator's

feeding speed because it allowed up to five plants to be fed into the

mechanism before they are actually needed. Thus, during temporary feed—

ing slowdowns due to tangled plants, etc., skips in the field do not

occur. In addition to storage, the machine's plant acceptance time was

increased from less than one second to several seconds. One Operator

on the machine with multiple loading stations could transplant at the

same rate (about 70—80 plants/min) as two operators on a conventional anxarou2

machine.



Development of a Transplanter with Multiple Loading Stations1
2C.W. Suggs

INTRODUCTION

In tobacco production, transplanting of the Seedling from the plantbed or

greenhouse to the field requires a significant prOportion of the total labor input

to the crop. This is also true of many vegetable or truck crops. As harvest

operations are mechanized, transplanting is likely to become the bottleneck limiting

the number of acres which can be produced without hiring extra labor specifically

‘for transplanting. This peak in the labor demand curve suggests that transplanter

improvements which will reduce labor requirements are needed. A

Efforts to field seed tobacco, and many other crops, have not been successpl

because the seeds during germination are sensitive to cold, wind and-drying of the

soil surface. This results in poor stands, nonuniform growth and low yield. In

many areas growing seasons are not long enough to produce a crop unless the plantsr

are started in a protected environment before the danger of frost is over. These—pron

t~plant—many~ereps.

Huang and Splinter (1968) have made significant progress in the development of a

seedling reduction and automatic transplanting system in which seeds are placed
manual

and growy’in a grid container which also becomes the "cartridge" which is loadedA ,
into the transplanter. While_thLiA2paanriEB7Tans4Emi£.it-doe3"notrappearflapplrcable

lPaper No.5rqch of the Journal Series of the North Carolina Agricultural Experiment
Station, Raleigh, N.C. The use of trade names in this publication does not imply
endorsement by the North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station of the products
named, nor criticism of similar ones not mentioned.
2Professor, Biological and Agricultural Engineering Department, North.Carolina
State University, Raleigh, N.C. 27607.
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Another attempt at transplanting mechanization also involves a preloaded cartridge

in a belt configuration (Roth, 1973). The belt is fed through the transplanter which

mechanically removes the plant from the belt and places it in the ground. Unless

mechanical means for loading the plants into the belt are developed, this system would

simply transfer labor frbm one place in the system to another without actually

eliminating any operations. This approach could also benefit from the concept of

multiple loading stations. ‘

Therefore, there is a need for labor reducing improvements on manually operated

transplanters.‘ These improved transplanters could be used until the Huang & Splinter

type system described above becomes operational or until methods for mechanically

singulating and feeding seedlings are developed and made commercially availabe.

This paper describes_an improvementkwhithawesmmadeQEQ a manually—fed transplanter.

The modification consists of a series of plant retaining devices (clips or pockets)

into which individual plants may be fed before they are actually required by the

machine. Thus, plant feeding is simplified from a strictly paced operation to one

in which considerable variation in instantaneous feeding rate may be tolerated. In fact,l(1%
for short periods of time the operator may stop feeding plants s;.£ead—a£r1rgflxmkaafifir

without causing misses in the field as the machine transplants the seedlings already

placed in the series of retaining devices.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Previous investigators (Splinter, et al., 1968, Splinter and Suggs, 1968, Splinter

and Suggs, 1963) have described the relationships between planting rate, rejects, machine

acceptance time, transplanter type, operator error and number of loading stations.
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It has been shown that the time’to handle individual plants is not constant but

has a skewed distribution, Figure l,{with.a mean for the subjects obServed of about 1

secOnd per plant depending on the skill of the subject. For a conventional transplanter,

since it does not have a reserve of plants already fed into the mechanism, a miss will'

occur any time plant handling time exceeds machine cycle time. That is, there is no
4y ~; g,,_

waygthe operator.fi;%rget ahead of the task andigf he gets behind plants will be missed.

The shaded area in Figure 1 represents the prOportion of plants which will be missed

when transplanting at one plant per two seconds, that is only half as fast as the mean

handling rate. ‘. .kwryg wgghgggfi,fllieuefaWfleaar

When handling time is less than machine cycle time the difference cannot be utilized

effectively as plants-cannot be fed into the machine ahead of time. This time can,

however, be used to arrange, straighten or untangle plants.

In transplanters with multiple loading stations we would expect feeding accuracy

to improve because the time saved on the faster cycles can be utilized and the slower

cycles can be accommodated by the storage_of plants in the machine. Therefore, it

'should be possible to approach the operator's mean feeding rate and still maintain

a very high feeding accuracy. Although no records of‘a multiple loading transplanter

were found, a simulation study showed that significant improvements in feeding accuracy

are realized as the number of loading stations is increased (Splinter and Suggs, 1968 ),

Figure 2. This simulation work showed that feeding accuracy is improved, that is,

errors or misses are reduced, as the number of loading stations is increased, Figure 3,

up to about 5 or 6 stations after which little improvement is realized. Very large error

reductions are possible in going from a single loading station to 5 or 6 stations.

TRANSPLANTER DESIGN

Recognizing that 5 or 6 loading stations were needed to optimize feeding rate

the first design, Figure 4, utilized a cross feed belt fitted with divider strips
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E_ intervals which formed plant pockets. This mechanism was constructed

an ac aTwaell tranSplanter. The belt dropped the plants onto the plant tray

which consisted of hinged spring loaded fingers which could fold back and allow the

cam actuated plant hands to pass through the Space and pick up the plants. Plants

were placed in an open furrow when the arms rotated into their lowest position.

While this design Optimized feeding rate, the transfer from the belt to the plant

tray and planting hands caused problems. Most plants were transferred properly but

some would hang on the belt or fall Onto the near or far edges of the plant tray where

they would be missed or impr0perly picked up by the planting hands.

In the second design, plant transfer was eliminated by causing the plant poCkets

(plant clips) to move from the loading area to a position directly over the.open furrow,

where the plants were released, Figures 5 and b} This was accomplished by mounting I

the plant clips on a chain which is flexible in two planes. The chain is manufactured

by Big Dutchman, Inc. for use on a poultry feeder. As the vertical strand of chain

leaves the planting area it is turned sideways onto a table where the plants are loaded

into the clips. The chain is then turned downward to the planting area. Clips, upside

down as they leave the planting area, are turned upright as they approach the table.

As they start down they are prevented from further rotation and closed to hold the plant

until it reaches the lowest position where it opens and releases the plant in the

furrow just before the soil is pressed around the plant roots.

The plant clips were riveted to a bracket which was welded or brazed to the chain.

The rivet was left loose to form a pivot about which the clip could rotate. As the

upside down clips approach the table a short crossarm on the clips contacts a stationar§

block which rotates the clip to the upright position. This position is maintained [

by allowing the crossarm to slide on the table. As the clip starts downward, a vertical

pin on the clip contacts a guide which prevents further rotation.
\> - v» n ,g, V t 3 - .. seal-MU.” y, ‘ y.” , , , 4 «\ 3 r a, _ n . 3 I) ‘ vywzwzwf/‘meflumw,a v. “V?" 31....” _w ‘ ... . , ‘ _ V i , , l... 3 g 0‘. . . , 1::3ewfiwywwguv » WW



TRANSPLANTER EVALUATION METHODS

4PwemrelaEedmmeasuresweéuperioemanceewereFesaleeted. ~$hese=were erating‘ uJITx x2/440422/ .
speed and percent errorsf Errors consisted of failing to place a plant in a clip
(misses) or placing more than one plant in a clip (doubles, etc). Misses dominata{

WMerrors to such an extent that the term "misses" fié used interchangebly with "errors"
U/Mand as such contains doubles, etc. Another term, feeding or Operating accuracy as

UQfiQnLéLikxg ,100% — error Z.

During testing the operator (plant dropper) was given 30 tobacco plants about
6" to 8” long. He fed 6 of these into the available plant clips or receiving stations.

Forward motion was then started and continued until all of the plants had been planted.
A stopwatch was started when the first plant left the table and stopped when the last
plant left. Misses, doubles and the number of unfilled plant clips available to the
-operator at the_moment the last plant was placed into a clip were counted. These
unfilled plant clips referred to as "lag" elsewhere in this paper, represents the
degree to which the Operator did not keep up with the transplanter.”my,“ ,v..\__r.w.,-rlrwrm~_. . 4.”--./ ’ ,the individual observationsggince they contained only 30 plants, were not long
enough to produce fatigueybut did allow the operator to approach steady-state.
However, it was felt desirable to have a large number of shbrt runs rather than a few
long runs. Fatigue effects may have been present in the runs toward the end of each
session. During a session of repeated 30 plant runs the fatigue state of the operators
of the experimental transplanter and the conventional tranSplanters were probably not
appreciably different.

Machine and operator speed in plant clips or plants per minute were calculated

MMachine Speed plant clips/timed intervalH

QZUflA> as follows:

3"

(30 + misses ~ doubles)/timed interval]

OperatOr speed= plant clip filled/operator time

= (30 — 6 - doubles)/Operator time
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But operator time is not the same as the timed interval for determining machine speed.

clips passing operator referende
clips passing through machineOperatOr time = timed interval (

,lf the operator has all of the available clips (6) filled at the end of the run

(no lag) and there are no misses or doubles,"fhe operator time is 24/30 of the
(,-W»,timed interval. The following expression accounts for misses, doubles and 1ag¥lw3r: Z ;r . ’ t 5|. , - . . ‘1), ; l ‘ 3’‘fi VA) [‘4 . a . r , 3. u , .,t g ;

"“:::::bperator time = timed interval [(24 + misses — doubles + lag)/(30 + misses — doubles)

It is easier to visualize the number of clips passing the operator if the reference

Vis taken at the left end of the machine just past the sixth plant clip. The denominator

of the expression is the same as used in the calculation of plant Speed. Thus it

can be seen that lag increases operator time and, therefore, decreases operator speed.

_ Performance tests were also run for comparative purposes on conventional trans~

planters having the same plant clip as the experimental unit. Test runs were 30 plants

long and observations were made with both one and two operators feeding plants into

the machine. Each of these transplanters had only one plant loading station.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The first design involving the cross feed belt did not work well because of the

lack of positive plant control during the transfer of plants to the plant tray.

The design did, however, make it easier for the operator to feed plants into the machine.

Because of the plant transfer problem this design did not appear to have commercial

feasibility. Therefore, no performance data are included in this paper.

The second design utilizing chain mounted plant clips functioned well both with V

respect to the ease of feeding as well as the quality of the transplanting job. Some

minor mechanical problems were encountered primarily in rotating the chain in the

lateral direction and in maintaining the proper orientation of the clip. These_problems
Cuvvmiad

were reetified during the course of the investigation.



Plant feeding speed for operators on the modified or experimental tran3planter

averaged 79.2 plants per minute with misses of 2.3%, Table 1. There is a slight

learning trend evident as the rate increased from 76.2 plants per minute at the first

test session to 79.4 plants per minute at the second session to 82.1 plants per

minute at the third session.

Feeding rates for the conventional transplanter averaged 67.8 plants per minute

with misses of 10.6%. In order to compare speeds, all of the rates were adjusted

to 2% misses by means of the curve given in Figure (élrfrim Splinter and Suggs (1968')

which plots the relationships between errors (misses) and operating rate. This error

rate was selected as one which would be acceptable in virtually all field operations.

When this adjustment is made the rates for the conventional transplanter becomes 54.4

and the experimental transplanter 78.9 or about 45% greater, Table l.
m~mw ‘ w

ConventionalAtransplanters normally use two Operators) ‘)fith.each operator feeding

alternate plants into the machine. However, output rates do not double with addition

of a second plant dropper. Observed planting rates of transplanters using two

operators averaged 72.3 plants per minute or about 36 plants per operator per minute.

One person on a conventional transplanter will plant aboUt 70 to 75% as many plants as

.two people. There appears to be some interference between the two operators which

reduces potential speed. A second very important factor is the increased speed of

the plant clip and the reduction in the period of time in which the plant may be

placed in the clip.

The most important comparison in the data is between the planting rate for the

experimental transplanter with one operator, 79 plants per minute, and the conventional

transplanter with two operators, 72 plants per minute. One operator on the experimental

machine can transplant as many plants as the two Operators normally used on'a con~~

ventional machine.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS '

An experimental transplanter fitted with several plants loading stations
was found to result in significant increases in operating speed. The improved
performance was due to the fact that the operator could feed plants into the loading
stations before they were actually required by the machine. This backlog of plants
could then be used by the machine whenever the operator's feeding rate was reduced
for any reason for short periods of time.

It can be concluded that the eXperimental transplanter represents a significant
improvement in transplanter feeding concepts. It was found that one operator on
the experimental machine could perform at the same rate as two operators on a con—
ventional machine.
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Theoretical Model for Man-Machine System in Repetitive

THE transplanting operation involves
. man and machine in a unique com-

bination, in which the human operator
must place and position a seedling at
a particular point in space at exactly
timed intervals. Errors in positioning
or in timing cause stunted plants or
skips which are unacceptable for later
cultural operations, especially harvest-
ing. Efficient use of man and machine
requires that the equipment be oper-
ated at the highest rate possible within
an allowable tolerance of stand uni-
formity.

Previous studies with tobacco trans—
plants have shown that for every 1 per-
cent reduction in stand due to skips
there is a '1/2 percent reduction in yield
(5) *. It was also found that the tend-
ency for human operators to commit
errors in transplanting (a) depended
on how rigidly the operators were held
to a timed sequence and (b) increased
in an exponential manner with increased
speed (4). In studies with a mechani-
cal transplanter simulator, equations
were developed relating operator error
with rate of handling, number of re—
jects and machine acceptance time (6).
Error prediction equations were devel-
oped for transplanting tobacco plants
in field studies relating the percentage
of skips, percentage of improperly set
plants and total errors with transplant-
ing speed.
The purpose of this study was to de-

termine in greater detail the manner
in which positioning and placement er—
rors are related to certain transplanter
design criteria and management deci-
s1ons.
Operational Sequence in Transplanting
The operators work in pairs on most

commercial transplanting e q u i pm e nt
with one person working left-handed
while the other works right-handed.
Each operator must perform a sequence
of tasks within a specific timed interval.

Paper No. 63-109 (Part I) presented at theAnnual Meeting of the American Society of Ag-ricultural Engineers at Miami Beach, Fla., June1963, on a program arranged by the Power andMachinery Division. Approved for publication aspaper No. 2659 of the journal series of the NorthCarolina. Agricultural Experiment Station.The authors—W. E SPLINTER and C. W.SUGGS—are professor and head, agricultural en-gineering department, University of Nebraska,Lincoln (formerly professor of agricultural en—gineering, North Carolina State University), andprofessor, biological and agricultural engineeringdepartment, North Carolina State University.* Numbers in parentheses refer to the appendedreferences.
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FIG. 1 Total time for a sequential opera-tion is the sum of the times for each se-quence.
For example, a sequence is outlined in
Table 1., together with decision mak-
ing and task time estimates obtained
from McCormick (3). The number of
decisions assumed for each decision
point is given and each task is under—
lined. Where appropriate, the assumed
transport distances are given.
From this example, we see that hand

1 performs a relatively simple task
most of the time. However, every 10
to 20 plants, hand I must recycle to re-
load (steps 6 to 8) and the time re-
quired jumps to 1.7 sec for a person
even after learning. Therefore, the load-
ing cycle for hand 1 is the limiting fac-
tor for transplanting rate.
Hand 2 moves through a repetitive

cycle every 1.6 sec. The times shown
illustrate the common observation that
errors are most frequent when the
operator is still learning. At the cycle
times shown, the limiting rate would
be 35 plants per min for hand 1 and
37 plants per min for hand 2. These
estimates are typical of normal field
rates of transplanting where two opera-
tors work at rates of from 60 to 75
plants per min.
Effect of Rate of Operation on Errors

If each of the estimates given in
Table I is realistic, it might appear that
a transplanter should operate at zero
errors up to a given speed. This, how-
ever, is not the case. Errors have been
observed even where equipment was
operated at 45 plants per min. The
reason for this is that each subroutine
has a population of 'times and the val-
ues shown represent only average times.

For any one operator cycle, the total
time T will be the sum of the times for
each subroutine ((9,) within the cycle,
assuming each subroutine is independ-
ent. Fig. 1 shows this schematically.
Each subroutine has a frequency dis-
tribution with time, and the total cycle
time will therefore have a frequency
distribution with the mean equal to the
sum of the means of the individual sub-
routines.

Therefore, for any fixed machine
cycle time t, the probability that an
operator will commit an error will be
the probability that the cycle time T for
the operator is greater than t.

This may be written
00

PE = ffmdr ........ [1]
t

Where
PE = probability for the operator

to commit an error
f(T) = some function of T.
To determine the functional nature of

T, two subjects were allowed to drop
wooden dowel pegs through a slot as
rapidly as possible but without impos—
ing any timing. The passage of each
peg tripped a microswitch which actu—
ated a pen on a strip chart.
The activity simulated transplanting

in that the operators were required to
obtain sublots of pegs from a tray with
one hand and feed these pegs through
the slot with the other.
The time interval between the pas—

sage of each consecutive peg was de—
termined and a histogram showing the
frequency distribution of times is shown
in Fig. 2. The distribution is quite
skewed. Using the method of moments
(2), it was found that this distribution
could best be described as a Pearson
type III curve of the form
HT) = MT) <1 + 3W [2]a

where f(T) is frequency of occurrence
and fO(T), a, b and c are constants.

This form of the equation places the
origin at the mode of the curve. Values
for the mean (T), standard deviation
(8) and the constants for equation [2]
are given in Table 2 for two subjects
who were young college students and
the calculated values are compared to
the observed values of frequency in
Fig. 2.

This article is reprinted from the TRANSACTIONS of the ASAE (Vol. 11, No. 6, pp. 840, 841, 842 and 843, 1968)Published by the American Society of Agricultural Engineers, St. Joseph, Michigan



TABLE 1. TIME ESTIMATES FOR DECISIONS AND TASKS USED IN TRANSPLANTING(Values estimated from McCormick, 1957)
Sequence I—Hand No. 1Purpose: Acquisition of sublot of plants from plant tray

Time Required (Seconds)
Inexperienced Experienced

Subroutine:1 Select 'sub area Ai for removal of plants
from tray (three alternatives)2 Vector hand 1 to tray, position handfacing downward, over A, (40 cm movement)

3 Clamp hand about plants in A1
4:. Locate position, P, convenient to loadingstation (1 alternative)5 Vector hand 1 to P and rotate hand, palm up
Sequence II—Hand No. 1

0.3 0.1
0.6 0.5
0.1 0.1
0.2
0.6 0.6
1.8 1.

Purpose: To serve as reservoir of plants near loading station.2Some manipulation to select plant for handSubroutine:6 Scan plants in hand and select plant to beset (three alternatives)7 Index selected plant between thumb and fingers8 Upon removal of plant repeat 6. If no plantsin hand 1, repeat 1
99 com 1010CO

SequicTencelfilI—Hand No. 2 (performed concurrently with Hand0.Purpose: Place plant into machineSubroutine:9 VectOr hand 2 to hand 1 palm downward (40 cm movement)10 Grasp single plant11 Locate loading station (one alternative)12 Vector hand 2 to loading station13 Release plant
14 Repeat 9

If cycle time is plotted against the
cumulative percentage of frequencies
on log normal probability paper, a
straight line results, except for a typical
upturn in the lower percentage range
as shown in Fig. 3. This indicates that
frequency of handling data can also
be treated without too much error as a
log-normal distribution of the form (1)

1
f<T> — mow—77 exp I 2

where 7- : the number geometric mean
estimated by

lm- = —1— nN 2 MT, ...... [4]
i=1

and 0' = the number gometric standard
deviation which is estimated by

n
In a = \/i 2 (lnT—ln7)2N .
.................. [5]
Values of the mean and standard de-

viation for the log-normal distribution
may be estimated from the log-proba-
bility plot with reasonable accuracy (1) .
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FIG. 2 Measured and calculated frequen-cy distribution for handling wooden pegsfor two operators.
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The coded number gbmetric mean 1.1.
: Zn 7' is estimated by determining the
value of f (T) at the 50 percent proba-
bility level. The coded number geo-
metric standard deviation is estimated
br

_ 1fT5o T841o—ln—E‘I' ...[6]
21TH. Tsof

] ............. [3]

Where T16! T50 and T84 are the times at
the 16, 50 and 84 percent cumulative
levels. The uncoded mean will be exp
(,1. + 1/2 02) ........... [7]
Values of the mean were calculated

using equation [4] for each operator
and were found to be 0.406 and 0.320
for operator A and B, respectively.
Values were estimated directly from
the curve using equation [7] and the
uncoded means were found to be
0.378 and 0.255, respectively. Thus
estimates of ,u. or 0 taken from the log-
normal plot may be convenient for esti-
mating parameters but should not be
used for efficient estimates.

00
The curve forj‘yo II + £11) e—CTdt

I (1 Jr1:
for operators A and B are shown in
Fig. 4. The values of this integral for
values of t > 0.5 plot nearly linearly
on a semilog plot when plotted against
cycle time (60/T). Thus a rational ex-
planation is available for the exponen-
tial increase in human error with in-
crease in transplanting rate observed
by Splinter and Suggs (4).

CYCLETIME(sac)
IO 50CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY (“AI

FIG. 3 Log normal plot of cycle time forthe two distributions shown in Fig. 2.

Effect of Very High Operating Rates
A second test run was made with a

simulator which carried pockets on a
belt. The operators were required to
drop pegs into a slot exposing only one
pocket. The belt was operated at speeds
of up to 240 pockets per min (t=0.25).
The percentage of errors averaged for
the two subjects are plotted with a
dashed line in Fig. 4. The fit is quite
good at the tail of the curve, but the
trend appears to deviate considerably
a; tl)1e higher belt speeds (lower values
0 t .
The reason for the departure is be—

lieved to be as follows: if the operation
of the machine is such that the object
may be placed in a loading station
(pocket) independent of cycle time (as
was the case with the belt simulator),
then as cycle time decreases toward
the mean value of the operator’s time
distribution (about 0.4 sec), the limit-
ing factor will be the operator’s ability
to handle some number of objects per
minute. This might be termed the
steady—state rate of handling. The prob-
ability for errors will now increase lin-
early as cycle time decreases. This ap-
pears to be the case in Fig. 4 as shown
by the dotted line.
Effect of Handling Tobacco
Transplants
To compare the handling of actual

transplants with the handling of wooden
dowel pegs, operators were allowed to
drop actual plants through a slot. Meas-
urements of time intervals were made
as before. Again the frequency curve
of times for handling were skewed and
the plot on log—probability paper was
linear. The number geometric mean

THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTALRESULT

ERRORPROBABILITY

in.
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FIG. 4 Theoretical and measured errorsaveraged for two operators over a rangeof operating rates.

TABLE 2. CONSTANTS FOR THE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION EQUATION,PEARSON III ANALYSIS
Operator a b f0(T) T s ,

A 0.659 0.598 0.907 108.4 0.426 1.393B 1.240 —0.289 0.573 317.2 0.334 1.472
TABLE 3. CONSTANTS FOR THE FRE—QUENCY DISTRIBUTION EQUATION FORHANDLING TOBACCO TRANSPLANTS,LOG-NORMAL ANALYSIS

Operator 7-( sec ) 0'
B 0.83 1.651C 0.84 1.571D 0.94 1.617

gflbitm “menu/l3
and number geometric standard devia-
tion were determined from the plots
and are shown in Table 3. On the aver-
age it took about twice as long to
handle transplants as wooden pegs.
Effect of Rejecting Undesirable
Objects on Errors

It often happens that undesirable
plants are found among the plants to
be set. These may be rejected by the
operator or placed in the machine for
an error. If they are rejected, they
quite often cause the operator to miss
the next plant. The reason for this
tendency to skip a plant following a
reject is as follows:
The effect of selecting a reject in the

transplanting operation will be to cause
a random recycling of certain subopera—
tions. In the example in Table I the
reject would normally be dropped at
subroutine 10 and the hand would have
to recycle to 8 or possibly 3 if the re-
ject plant was the last plant in the
hand.

For a representative frequency dis-
tribution as shown in Fig. 4, it will be
assumed that each recycling because of
a reject will add one increment 8 to the
time probability distribution. Thus if
the normal time for the sequence was
T1, a reject would add a time interval
to T1 giving a new cycle time T2 and
a higher probability that T2 will be
greater than t and result in a skip.
Similarly two rejects in series would
add a second 8 resulting in a cycle time
of T3. Although the probability for re-
jects for the various sublots of plants
is hypergeometrical (each sublot is sub-
tracted from the initial population) the

Frequency D-smbulion ForRejeclinq UndesirubIe Plan‘s

FREQUENCYORPROBABILITY—> Frequency DistribuIionFor Handling Transplunls
T. T:FREE CYCLE I'IME———b

FIG. 5 Effect of a reject plant is to in-crease the time for that cycle by a timeincrement 8.

error will be small if the hand» of ob-
jects is considered as part of the gen-
eral population. Thus the probability
for a single reject to appear will be
x(1—x) where x is the proportion of
rejects in the total population. The
probability for two rejects to appear
consecutively will be x°x (l—x).
Therefore, the total probability for er-
ror will be the probability for error
without rejects plus the probability for
error if there is one reject, etc., which
may be written

PE = (l—x) f(T) + (x) (l—x)
89—3”

t—n8
+ xn(1——x) f m“) +

In a field situation, observation indi-
cates an operator will tend to discard
en masse rejects appearing in groups.
Therefore, the first two terms of equa-
tion [8] should adequately describe
the situation.
A test was run with two subjects us-

ing the single-station transplanting sim-
ulator (6) at 75 openings per min. The
number of rejects in the population of
wooden pegs was 0, 10 and 20 per-
cent. The machine acceptance time for
each opening was 50 percent of cycle
time. (The simulator pocket was open
50 percent of the time).

Values calculated using the first two
terms of equation [8] are compared
With the experimental values in Fig. 6.
Effect of Machine Acceptance
Time on Error .
On most transplanters the operator

has some short time period (ta) within
each cycle within which he must posi-
tion the plant and release it. The ratio
of the time within which the plant may
be released to the machine to the total
cycle time is defined as the machine
acceptance-time ratio and is designated
as a.

CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTALRESULTS FOR SORTING EFFECT25 ‘ ON HUMAN ERROR USING THEFIRST TWO T EMS 0FPE=x"(I-x)§fi

O .1”) .I‘O JD 42‘;O -(Pmnorvion o' reincIsl
FIG. 6 Calculated and experimental re-sults for errors caused by sorting out re-
jects.

MACHINE ACCEPTANCE TIME
A T ja—f—uj

l II I l .
k—Ia—n Tnme —>

- - 1’” lMachine acceptance IIme voIIo=a =—'°-
FIG. 7 Schematic for the time sequencefor a mechanical transplanter. The me-chanical hand will accept a plant onlyduring the open period ta.

Various transplanter designs result
in different machine acceptance time
ratios (4). It was observed that those
machines having a greater machine
acceptance-time ratio allowed the oper-
ator to work with fewer errors. The

t—B t—2'8
f f(T)+x2(1—x) farm...
00

................ [8]

effect of machine acceptance-time ratio
on errors can be understood more clear—
ly by referring to Fig. 7. A series of
cycles is shown with the period during
which the machine will accept a plant
shown as ta. If an operator releases
his plant at point A he will have a time
period t + at to place and release the
next plant. If he releases his plant at
B, he has only 15 seconds to obtain and
release the next plant. Therefore, the
effect of a is to- increase, on the aver-
age, the available time within which
the operator may make a successful fill
with consequent reduction in proba-
bility of error, the greater the value of
oz, the lower the value of PE. ‘

Plotting the results reported by Splin-
ter et al (6), where or was varied from
0.108 to 192, at 75 plants per minute

EFFECT OF MACHINEACCEPTANCE TIME on HUMANso - \ ERRORI3 (75 planIs/min., 0% Soinng)
J).

20 _ \
'90DO,

ERROR-(“/ol N

0.2 - \A
O.I 1.0; I I “.110 .2‘0 ‘.?:0‘.4|0 [.610] l ILCO I 200‘ I .5130. JJTCIDOSIMULATOR ACCEPTANCE TIME RATIO (1

FIG. 8 Percentage errors versus operat-ing-machine acceptance time for a single-hand simulator and for a multiple-handtransplanter simulator operated at 75plants per min. Open time of 1,000 per-cent corresponds to ten pockets beingavailable.



with 0 sorting, we obtain a linear rela-
tionship between PE and or on log-log
paper (Fig. 8). This may be closely
approximated by the relationship
PE ==11.............. [9]Old

Where p and d are constants.
For the single station simuulator p =

0.032 and d = 1.03.
To determine What happens if 04 is

increased to values greater than unity,
the belt simulator with a series of
pockets was operated with from one to
ten pockets exposed. Planting rate
was 75 plants per min and there was
no sorting. As shown in Fig. 8, the plot
of PE vs a remained linear on log—log
paper as a was increased to 10. For
the multiple loading station simulator
p = 0.024 and d = 1.12. The constant
p in this equation is the error proba-
bility where a = l and can therefore
be derived from the relationship shown
in equation [1]. The constant d de-
creases linearly with

—2.7d = —t— + 6.15 ...... [10]

Discussion
The results of this study provide a

rational explanation for the manner in
which operators tend to commit errors
in placing plants in a transplanter. The
effect of transplanting speed (cycle
rate) on errors has been shown to be
the probability that the cycle time for
the operator exceeds the fixed cycle

time of the machine, as obtained from
the cycle time distribution character-
istic of the operator. Operators may
therefore be characterized by determin-
ing the mean, standard deviation and
skewness of their distribution function
and their performance on a transplanter
predicted. This approach could be used
for predicting the expected operator
error level for many industrial opera—
tions.
The effect of separating rejects has

been explained on the basis of proba-
bility. A manager can use this informa-
tion together with the allowable error
level to determine what level of reject
plants will be accepted from the plant
beds.
Conclusions

1 The normal frequency for han-
dling items tends to follow a relation-
sMpfimfimmflD=nUW1+EWwTa
where fo(T) is the mode of the distri-
bution, T is time and a, b and c are
constants. The distribution may also be
closely approximated by a log-normal
distribution. The distribution is skewed
having a mean on the order of 0.3 to
0.4 sec for operators working with
wooden pegs, and 0.8 to 0.9 sec for
operators working with transplants.

2 The probability for error at various
cycle times t may be predicted from00
PE = f f(T)dT. This error-probabil-

t

ity function may be approximated by
an exponential relationship for levels of
error acceptable for field transplanting
operations.

3 The effect of sorting reject items
from a population of plants may be de-
termined from the relationship

t—n8
PE=xn(1—x) E f(T)

Where x is the proportion of rejects and
8 is a time increment caused by having
to recycle after a reject. For normal
transplanting it appears that the first
two terms of the expansion is sufficient.

4 The effect of machine acceptance
time on error probability may be ex-

Ppressed as PE = — where or is the
proportion of cycle time within which
the machine will assume control of a
plant, 79 is the error probability at oz :
1, and d is a function of cycle time.
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on you, your employer, and our profession.

Tentative date, time, and length assigned your presentation Wednesday, June 28 , 1978
2:45 p.m. — 3:05 p.m. (20 minutes)

Session begins at 1:30 p.m. with Introductory Remarks.
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Dear Mr. Suggs:
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Mr. James Baeeelmen
Publications Manager
ASAE‘ ,
2950 Niles Road ‘
St. Joseph, Michigan 49085

Dear Mr; Baaeelmen:*

I have enclosed five copies of a-peper entitled "Development
of e Transplantet with Multiple Loading Stations" which I would
like you to consider for publication in the Transactions of ASAE.
In addition to the manuscripts which are complete with xerox capies
of all the figures, I have enclosed photographic copies of the
figures for printing purposes.

Thin work has no: been published in any form elsewhere. ‘
However, I do hope to present it at the ASAE meeting in Utah this’
coming summer.‘ ~ .

“31ncerely, ‘

C.W. Suggs
Professor
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Davalopuant of a Transplants: with
Multiple Loading Stations

C.U. Sugga

ABSTRACT

The multiple-loading feature niguificantly increaaad the operator's

feeding speed becauaa it allowad up to five plants to be fed into tha

mechanism before thay are actually needed. Thus, during temporary £aad~

lug slowdowns due to tangled plants, etc., ships in the fiald do not

occur. In addition to storage, the machine's plant acceptance time was

increased from loss than one aacond to several aeconéa. Ono operator

on the machine with multiple loading stations could transplant at the

same rate (about 70~80 plants/min) as two Operators on a conventional

machine.
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Development of a Transplanter with Multiple Loading Stationsl

C.W. Suggs2

INTRODUCTION

In tobacco production, transplanting of the seedling from the plantbed or

greenhouse to the field requires a significant proportion of the total labor input

to the crop. This is also true of many vegetable or truck crops. As harvest

operations are mechanized, transplanting is likely to become the bottleneck limiting

the number of acres which can be produced without hiring extra labor specifically

for transPlanting. This peak in the labor demand curve suggests that transplanter

improvements which will reduce labor requirements are needed.

Efforts to field seed tobacco, and many other crops, have
m mat due 5 “74¢“ 5% wau'l‘nw 7‘1} Cclo‘lfl, 063;»?
because””9%,poor tands, nonuniform growth and low yield.

dk-sqafiifiséz /UV?¢L19éM
figsmnaatéenmare“sensrtrvewtowceldTMWind_andwdryingmofEthesoiLsurface. In many

0t been successful
" ‘1’; @561" /S“4 ’(‘e -

areas growing seasons are not long enough to produce a crop unless the plants are

started in a protected environment before the danger of frost is over. These pro—

blems are the reasons that plantbeds or greenhouses are used to start plants in the

first place and unless something can be done to alleviate the unfavorable early

season conditions in the field it will continue to be necessary or desirable tQ>

eentiage to transplant many crops.
(I?£$

Huang and Splinter QT) have made significant progress in the development of a

seedling production and automatic transplanting system in which seed are placed and

grown in a grid container which also becomes the "cartridge" which is loaded into

1Paper No. of the Journal Series of the North Carolina Agricultural Experiment
Station, Raleigh, N.C. The use of trade names in this publication does not imply
endorsement by the North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station of the products
named, nor criticism of similar ones not mentioned.
2Professor, Biological and Agricultural Engineering Department, North Carolina
State University, Raleigh, N.C. 27607.



the transplanter. While this system may have merit it does not appear applicable to

farmers who do not have greenhouses and greenhouse expertise unless plants are avail—

able commercially at competetive prices.

(/’\ Another attempt at transplanting mechanization also involves a preloaded cartridge
1 (1?wa 1423) ,
gin a belt configuration 6%). The belt is fed through the transplanter which mech—
11 _

1 anically removes the plant from the belt and places it in the ground. Unless mech—
/’
f anical means for loading the plants into the belt are developed, this system wouldi

simply transfer labor from one place in the system to another without actually
“ L, at} ,Lam game, HfLeliminating any operations, “L4(5774/14 {A C & we“ 41 ”a Cc Cid g

*Erefore,there ::/a need for labor reducing improvements on manually operated
Hub» *1 gflfivfiv 77/“-

transplanters. These improved transplanters could be used until the git? system

described above becomes operational or until methods for mechanically singulating

and feeding seedlings are developed and made commercially available.

This paper describes an improvement which was made tdtmanually—fed transplanter.

The modificationhignsists of a series of elipST’pofiEETS—Ur“other plant retaining
‘3 m m.

devicegjgnto Chich individual plants may be fed before they are actually required by

the machine. Thus, plant feeding is simplified from a strictly paced operation to

one in which considerable variation in instantaneous feeding rate may be tolerated.

In fact, for short periods of time the operator may stop feeding plants or feed at a

slow rate without causing misses in the field as the machine ma%i transplantsthe

seedlings already placed in the series of retaining devices.

"jg/fig] [Wag]Wiewo iteraturge (49507." 1 , 30
L, Wm 41,7471; ,,

Previous investigators (3—4157K) have escribewd the relationships between planting

rate, rejects, machine acceptance time, transplan er type, operator error and number
WW_, .)

of loading stations. It has been shown E%{ that the time to handle individual plants



is not constant but has a skewed distribution, Figure l, with a mean for the subjects
db’frlnoflb‘fi, In» Vii M d>r€g “Jaw/«‘9’

observed of about 1 second per plantfi For a conventional transplanter, since it

does not have a reserve of plants already fed into the mechanism, a miss will occur

any time plant handling time exceeds machine cycle time. That is, there is no way the

operator can get ahead of the task and if he gets behind plants will be missed. The

shaded area in Figure 1 represents the proportion of plants which will be missed when

transplanting at one plant per two seconds, that is only half as fast as the mean

handling rate.

When handling time is less than machine cycle time the difference cannot be

utilized effectively as plants cannot be fed into the machine ahead of time. This

time can, however, be used to arrange, straighten or untangle plants.

‘In conventional transplant —s,\that is, with only one loading station, the feeding

accuracy at any transplanting peed can b predicted fr the feeding istribution

curve, Figure 2. If the horiz ntal axis is d v' ed into integer multi les of the

N ...N./transplanting cycle time and t e numberfpf’plants ed from each interv l is N1, 2 i
‘\

th n the co—responding number of hine cycles will
/ass mes that two or more mac ”he cycles can be combined t ,form a sing e feeding cycle.

fee
Feed ng accu acy in percent then is (100) (N1 + N2 +...+Ni)/(

By ch ging cicle time and recalculating the above fraction, a cur of feeding

accurac versks transpl ting speed can be determined, Figure 3. In th figure it

agreement. Sffiflflw_nmwa$»-fl——--=~—sm=~_ rwvw~#'

In transplanters with multiple loading stations we would expect feeding accuracy

to improve because the time saved on the faster cycles can be utilized and the slower

cycles can be accommodated by the storage of plants in the machine. Therefore, it

should be possible to approach the operator's mean feeding rate and still maintain

a very high feeding accuracy. Although no records of a multiple loading transplanter



were found, a simulation study showed that significant improvements in feeding .
LSWWMJ WMMQ 21

accuracy are realized as the number of loading stations is increased (59, Figure XV

This simulation work showed that feeding accuracy is improved, that is, errors or
,3

misses are reduced, as the number of loading stations is increased, Figure 5” up to

about 5 or 6 stations after which little improvement is realized. Very large error

reductions are possible in going from a single loading station to 5 or 6 stations.
/,a/Q/filf)

Recognizing that 5 or 6 loading stations were needed to optimize feeding rate

Transplanter Design '

the first design, Figure 5, utilized a cross¥eed belt fitted with divider strips

1 1/2" tall at 2” intervals which formed plant pockets. This mechanism was Cowsbn”vfigpm”£

attached to a Powell transplanter. The belt dropped the plants onto the plant tray

which consisted of hinged spring loaded fingers which could fold back and allow the

cam actuated plant hands to pass through the space and pick up the plants. Plants

were placed in an open furrow when the arms rotated into their lowest position.

While this design optimized feeding rate, the transfer from the belt to the

plant tray and planting hands caused problems. Mbst plants were transferred properly

but some would hang on the belt or fall onto the near or far edges of the plant tray

where they would be missed or improperly picked up by the planting hands.

In the second designhplant transfer was eliminated by causing the plant pockets

(plant clips) to move from the loading area to a poEition directly over the open
«ax-Mi

furrow, where the plants were released, Figuresk. This was accomplished by mounting

the plant clips on a chain which is flexible in two planes'.frontitn—raar—and’séée
[3,”; bacilli/man ,))~Cn ‘5! “91 c)“ a face/5442.! 5676057349

‘to4Lide, As the vertical strand of chaih eaves the planting area it is turned

.f

sideways onto a table where the plants are loaded into the clips. The chain is then

turned downward to the planting area. Clips, upside down as they leave the planting

areajare turned upright as they approach the table. As they start downyfififi’they are

prevented from further rotation and closed to hold the plant until it reaches the
W



j“ lowest position where it gg%openesQ
AW
1) just before the soil Egypressed around the plant roots.

up)“A 1 mmThe plant clips aye riveted to a bracket which 19 welded or brazed to the chain.cows» 63The rivet fié left loose to form a pivot about which the clip gap rotate. As the
Supside down clips approach the table a short crossarm on the clips contactf'a

stationary block which rotates the clip to the upright position. This positionW ‘ S .maintained by allowing the crossarm to slide on the table. As the clip starnfi;
‘ Sdownward, a vertical pin on the clip contacZ’ia guide which prevent ‘further rotation.

M 07‘

Two related measures of performance were evaluated. These were operating

Transplanter Evaluation Methods

9’ speed and percent errors. Errors consisted of failing to place a plant in a clip
(X9 (misses) or placing more than one plant in a clip (doubles, etc). Misses dominate

errors to such an extent that the term "misses" is used interchangebly with "errors”
and as such contains doublesjetc. Another term, feeding or operating accuracy is
100% - error %.

During testing the operator (plant dropper) was given 30 tobacco plants about
6" to 8" long. He fed 6 of these into the available plant clips.or receiving
stations. Forward motion was then started and continued until all of the plants
had been planted. A stopwatch was started when the first plant left the table and
stopped when the last plant left. Misses, doubles and the number of unfilled plant
clips available to the operator at the moment the last plant‘ was placed into a clip4; J iv agz a, xiau. £;-Wtaffifim5were counted. These unfilled plant clips present the degree to which the operator

(“.15. ,did not keep up with the transplanter. (a,

C§\ : 711 5'14. (Tc/'L (jaw? DAY/L/Utofians My r127 (Cm/é]; “12/ (4&4 :2
j fqfiwTke $ajafid a&%wlfifltfl%zwo£vfi ¢/%%

njgfiwvigl LUJUt( V131” .flflmar iLm.gLLc/( “#Q flarnai£~qu. ‘vuwas4

[LI/cm Mall GAE/”521% 37% «2:... al/{jm7p W/ W 3

W rwflv Man aé/W AWG? VIM»:Mel/wt X/Mé TM? 9
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Machine and operator speed in plant clips or plants per minute were calculated

as follows:

plant clips/timed intervalMachine speed

(30 + misses — doubles)/timed interval

Operator speed plant clip filled/operator time

(30 — 6 - doubles)/operator time

But operator time is not the same as the timed interval for determining machine Speed.
-~..rrl__1mmn1.1n ,1 a” .1\\_~__, wwwgmflgvv_clrw "lirmwl‘, 3”,”,V~,_,,,mlmflmmwl.1._1.~--1111_cn-_~,~M1.1W‘_

If the operator h s all of the available clrpsq loaded at the end of the run (no lag)
\ .Hg‘hw‘? hd’qu

33% and there are no misses or doubles the operator time is 24/30//bf mathéne—time. More

“as

l/,3”. ‘ngfl’ generally the fraction is ¢f “X. / ff
/. / ”hf; 9/
‘&&(T3;«”‘ Operatothime = (maehineatime) [( 4 + misses — double + lag)fl30 + misses — doubles)]

‘7’I x .‘ X Thus 1t can e seenfithat lag causes t is expression to i rease but causes a decrease/
v/

in operat r speed as this expressio is sed in the don minator of the operator speed

Performance tests were also run for comparative purposes on conventional trans—

planters having the same plant clip as the experimental unit. Test runs were 30 plants

long and observations were made with both one and two operators feeding plants into

the machine. Each of these trafihplanters had only one plant loading station.
f

. . ” “r“Results and Dlscu331on

The first design involving the cross feed belt did not work well because of the

lack of positive plant control during the transfer of plants to the plant tray.

The design did, however, make it easier for the operator to feed plants into the

machine. Because of the plant transfer problem this design did not appear to have

commercial feasibility. Therefore, no performance data are included in this paper.

The second design utilizing chain mounted plant clips functioned well both with

respect to the ease of feeding as well as the quality of the transplanting job. Some

minor mechanical problems were encountered primarily in rotating the chain in the lateral
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direction and in maintaining the proper orientation of the clip. TheSe problems

were rectified during the course of the investigation.

Plant feeding speed for operators on the modified or experimental transplanter

averaged 79.2 plants per minute with misses of 2.3%, Table 1. There is a slight

learning trend evident as the rate increased from 76.2 plants per minute at the first

test session to 79.4 plants per minute at the second session to 82.1 plants per

minute at the third session.

Feeding rates for the conventional transplanter averaged 67.8 plants per minute

with misses of 10.6%. In order to compare speeds, all of the rates were adjusted

to 2% misses by means of the curve given in Figure 4 from Splinter and Suggs (1968)
Mam V‘WW Mot/"QC 94» cm WA .0de 54 flE/ézyfizfld"; an: «a!

which plots the relationships between errors (misses) and operating rate.’l When this 6&5

adjustment is made the rates for the conventional transplanter becomes 54.4 and thei?

experimental transplanter 78.9 or about 45% greater, Table 1.
5w m»

Conventional transplanters normally use two operators. With each operator

feeding alternate plants into the machine. However, output rates do not double with

addition of a second plant dropper. Observed planting rates of transplanters using

two operators averaged 72.3 plants per minute or about 36 plants per operator per

minute. One person on a conventional transplanter will plant about 70 to 75% as many

plants as two people. There appears to be some interference between the two operators

which reduces potential speed. A second very important factor is the increased

speed of the plant clip and the reduction in the period of time in which the plant

may be placed in the clip.

The most important comparison in the data is between the planting rate for the

experimental transplanter with one operator, 79 plants per minute, and the conventional

transplanter with two operators, 72 plants per minute. One operator on the experimental

machine can transplant as many plants as the two operators normally used on a con—

ventional machine.



Summary and Conclusions “j{?&?flf

An experimental transplanter fitted with several plants loading stations

was found to result in significant increases in operating speed. The improved

performance was due to the fact that the operator could feed plants into the loading

stations before they were actually required by the machine. This backlog of plants

could then be used by the machine whenever the operator's feeding rate was reduced

for any reason for short periods of time.

It can be concluded that the experimental transplanter represents a significant

improvement in transplanter feeding concepts. It was found that one operator on

the experimental machine could perform at the same rate as two operators on a con—

ventional machine.
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Table 1. Comparison of Modified Transplanter with Conventional
Transplanter.

influfida fifixV;
Operator Speed Misses Spéfifi'Adjusted
Plants/Min % to 2% Misses

Modified Transplanter
1 Operator

lst Session 76.2 4.3 73.2

2nd Session 79.4 1.7 79.8

3rd Session 82.1 ~1.0 83.7

Mean 79.2 2.3 78.9

Conventional Transplanter
l Operator

lst Session 68.4 12.4 53.4

2nd Session 67.4 '8.8 55.4

Mean 67.8 10.6 54.4

Conventional Transplanter
2 Operators 36 , A , I
Farm 1 gaggg 3_2 70-263 '33..

3 3'
Farm 2 76%2 3.0 74.4fi?

34
Mean -iiii 3.1 72.3fl®
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY

BELTSVILLE, MARYLAND 20705

Hummus
September 8, 1977

Professor C. W. Suggs
Department of Biological
and Agricultural Engineering

North Carolina State University
Box 5906
Raleigh, North Carolina 27607

Dear Professor Suggs:

The four translations you requested in your letter of August 16 are not
identified as being in our collection. Recently we have begun to file
catalog cards showing the titles of articles translated, but most of the
items in our translation file are by author only. If you can supply
authors, I will be happy to make a second search for the material
you need.

You understand, I am sure, that we do not have a translating service
at the National Agricultural Library. Therefore, if they are not already
on file here, I suggest you try the:

National Translation Center
John Crerar Library
35 West 33rd Street
Chicago, 111. 60616

Sincerely, ,
/, fl ,4 , x" / .» V, 1,47“ (f
(~/Z/4/gé’4€/ >/ ////"//C/fir/x“
“JULIA MERRILL
Translations Officer


